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Color is a key driver for purchasing decisions. In fact, nearly 
85% of consumers say they choose a product based on color*.

Today, in an increasingly crowded marketplace, it’s more 
important than ever for brands to leverage their packaging to 
make a strong first impression. That includes not just package 
design, but also choosing the colors and finishes that will 
resonate with today’s consumers.

*Source: Webfx



COLOR TODAY

Trends are continually 
evolving, and trends in 
colors and finishes are 
no exception.

Here are 6 color 
directions to consider 
when you want to make 
a compelling impact 
with your packaging.



Warm browns, oranges and terracottas add an artisanal feel 
to products for an update on classic craft packaging. Up the 

saturation and pair with a matte finish for a premium aesthetic.

USE EARTHY TONES



Use bright shades 
and pops of neon as 
an attention-grabber, 
reminiscent of digitally-
inspired designs and 
influences. Featuring 
clashing or expressive 
patterns will add a sense 
of creativity.

GO BOLD



Consider pastel 
packaging with a 
creative use of frosty 
or matte finishes 
that results in a light, 
fresh aesthetic. Add 
minimalist graphics  
that feature bold text  
in black and white.

RETHINK PASTELS



Use lush, saturated shades of forest 
green or deep blue to give a premium 
twist to nature-inspired packaging, 
especially suited to high-end food, 
drink and wellness products. All-over 
applications of rich, solid colors deliver 
a bold aesthetic, while a matte finish can 
intensify color depth and saturation. 

MAKE IT RICH



ADD COLOR GRADIENTS

Glowing, 
iridescent 
effects will add 
an ethereal, 
playful mystique 
to your 
packaging. 



Metallic finishes can take 
packaging to a new level. 
Gold accents have a heritage 
feel and make items ready 
to gift, while worn patinas 
or brushed brass give an 
impression of permanence 
and durability.

LET IT SHINE



HOW WE CAN HELP
STAYING AHEAD OF TRENDS AND TECHNOLOGIES
New materials, colors, textures and visual effects are always 
evolving. Let us connect you to up and coming trends for 
colors that your customers will want to buy.

CHOOSING COLORS THAT SET YOU APART
Finding a color or finish that catches the eye is vital to 
standing out on the shelf. We can recommend CMF choices 
that will dazzle and keep setting you apart from your 
competition.

VISUALIZING THE POSSIBILITIES
You need to be able to explore and envision your options. We 
provide samples to so you’ll be sure you’ve selected the best 
solution for your design and brand.

ENSURING EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE  
AND MANUFACTURABILITY
Go beyond color with our full complement of additive 
technologies designed to improve your product, from 
enhanced functionality to more efficient processing.

MEETING YOUR SUSTAINABILITY GOALS
We help you solve your complex sustainability challenges and 
build a portfolio of technologies that will let you meet your 
objectives.
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